
BACKUP AND RECOVERY SOLUTIONS
dot       command center

Your company’s single most valuable 
asset may be its data.
When something goes wrong, you  will not dene success 
by how the data was backed up  —  all that matters is 
getting your data back.  All of it.  All the time.  All correct.

01-50 GB   $1.60       100-250 GB   $1.10

50-100 GB   $1.35       250-50 GB    $0.80

Getting Started
       Sign Up
Go to dotcomand.net/recovery and 
schedule a time  with our Staff

       GoTo Meeting with Staff
IIn an online session, our tech will 
setup and congure your backup, 
and run your rst backup to the 
cloud.

       Receive conrmation  
YYou will receive conrmation emails 
each time the backup runs or as 
you decide with the staff.

For Recovery
       Contact DCC
You can text, call, or ll out an 
online form to notify us of your re-
covery need.  

       Staff runs recovery
Our staff will contact you and run 
the recovery process for specied 
les.











Fastest Recovery Times
We keep your down time to an absolute minimum. With methods such
as Continuous Data Protection (CDP), Virtual Machine Replication, Virtual 
Disaster Recovery (VDR), and Snapshots, we can guarantee aggresive 
recovery objectives for even large amounts of data. 

Affordability
OOur costs are based on stored data capacity after compression and are 
always constant on per GB basis. 

Maximum Security and Reliability
Your data is protected at all times with the highest levels of security and 
compliance. Our agentless architecture is secure because it does not rely on 
vulnerable agents that need to be installed on each machine.  Processes such
as autonomic healing and restore validation ensure reliability in your recovery.

MMaximum Manageability
Our product delivers continuous control with low-touch manageability, 
centralized operations and capacity management that give you a 
comprehensive, unied, organization-wide view of your systems and devices.

Want to nd out more? Contact us at
Call 512-560-9091 or email info@dotcommand.net or visit us at www.dotcommand.net/recovery


